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Noncontact measurement of ultrasonic attenuation during rotating fatigue
test of steel

Hirotsugu Ogi,a) Masahiko Hirao, and Kiyoshi Minoura
Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka University, Machikaneyama 1-3, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

~Received 9 September 1996; accepted for publication 11 January 1997!

Acoustic resonance technique has been applied to monitor the fatigue damage process of steel pipes
exposed to rotating bending fatigue. The technique incorporates a superheterodyne spectrometer and
an electromagnetic acoustic transducer~EMAT!. The EMAT was newly developed for this purpose,
and uses the magnetostrictive mechanism of ferromagnetic metals and excites and detects axial
shear waves traveling around the sample pipe with axial polarization. Noncontact ultrasonic
spectroscopy permits the accurate determination of the resonant frequency and the attenuation
coefficient throughout the fatigue life. The attenuation coefficient shows a sharp peak around
80%–90% of the life. The evolution is interpreted as reflecting dislocation multiplication,
depinning, and formation of cell structures, which is supported by transmission electron microscopy
observations. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!04308-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive sensing of fatigue damage in metal str
tures has been an important subject for ensuring their sa
and reliability. The goal is the detection of some indicati
phenomena appearing much earlier than when the crack
comes visible with a conventional inspection techniq
leading to the continuous monitoring of the damage progr
Ultrasonic methods can provide unique approaches for s
ing the inside of solids. This study is devoted to the ult
sonic monitoring of the fatigue damage accumulation p
cess during the rotating bending test of steel pipes. For
we developed a transduction technique, relying of the m
netostrictive effect, to make use of the axial–shear acou
resonance around the outer surface of a sample steel
The fatigue monitoring is made possible by observing
resonant frequency and the attenuation measured with
method of electromagnetic acoustic resonance~EMAR!.
EMAR is a combination of the ultrasonic resonance an
noncontacting electromagnetic acoustic transducer~EMAT!.
The heavily and coherently overlapping echoes at a reso
state improves the signal-to-noise ratio to a large extent
compensates enough for the weak coupling efficiency w
the EMAT. The noncontacting aspect has a large advan
for the attenuation measurement, because it eliminates
ergy losses associated with contact measurements. O
wise, large energy losses occur at the sample–coupla
transducer interfaces. They generally exceed the dam
loss within the sample.

The EMAR method was first proposed by Filimono
et al.1 and Nikiforenkoet al.2 in 1971. They detected th
shear wave resonant spectra with an aluminum plate and
tained the anisotropic shear wave velocities. Twenty ye
later, Kawashima3 applied it to evaluate the rolling textur
and the formability~r -value! of thin steel sheets. Since the
this technique has developed to accommodate various sh
of objects including spheres, circular rods and pipes, hexa
nal rods, etc. Johnsonet al. measured elastic constants
metal spheres4 and then evaluated the hardening depth
steel rods.5 The accuracy has been considerably raised

a!Electronic mail: ogi@me.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
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the EMAR method is applicable even to acoustoelastic st
measurements, in which we need to determine ultrasonic
locities to the fractional order of accuracy of 1026. Hirao
et al. measured the two-dimensional stress profile in t
metal plates6 and the axial stresses in railroad rails.7 Ogi
et al.expanded the technique to the absolute measureme
the ultrasonic attenuation8 and determined the grain size o
carbon steels from the frequency dependence of
attenuation.9

The axial shear wave propagates along the circum
ence of a cylindrical rod or pipe with the polarization in th
axial direction. This mode of the elastic wave is not excit
with conventional transduction methods. The major adv
tage is the capability of evaluating the inhomogeneous
crostructure in the radial direction by using the differe
resonant modes. Each resonant mode shows the ampl
peak at a specific radius, to which the measurement resu
selectively sensitive. Johnsonet al.5 first detected the EMAR
spectra of the axial shear resonance from a cylindrical r
They employed the Lorentz force mechanism to design
EMAT, which was built with many permanent magnets p
riodically spaced around the rod and a solenoidal coil s
rounding the rod surface. The spacing of the magnets co
sponds to the wavelength of the shear horizontal~SH! wave
to be generated. When a higher spatial resolution in the
dial direction is required, the EMAT designing involves u
ing a larger number of thinner permanent magnets. Such
array of thin magnets cannot introduce a strong field in
sample surface and is vulnerable to liftoff~air gap!. In the
present study, we invented an alternative EMAT relying
the magnetostrictive effect in ferromagnetic metals. T
EMAT consists of a solenoidal coil to apply a static fie
along the axial direction of a sample pipe and a meander
coil to induce the dynamic field perpendicular to the sta
field. The meanderline spacing determines the wavelengt
the shear wave and then determines the spatial resolutio
the inspection. Recent printed circuit techniques make it e
to fabricate the meanderline coil with smaller spacin
for the evaluation of the sample material with higher rad
resolution.
3677/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The influence of metal fatigue on the ultrasonic prop
ties is a long-running problem in the field of physic
acoustics.10–17 Among others, the ultrasonic attenuation~or
internal friction! has been used to identify the fatigue sta
of metals. Previous work10–14showed that, in high cycle fa
tigue testing, the attenuation rate increases slightly at
beginning of the fatigue life and, after experiencing a lo
stable period, it remarkably increases just prior to failu
The initial increase is explained by the increase of the dis
cation and the final increase is attributed to the occurrenc
microcracks and their subsequent growth.

The present axial–shear EMAR measurement revea
novel feature of the ultrasonic–fatigue relation. A sharp
tenuation peak and a velocity depression always appea
80%–90% of the life; this could be a warning to approach
fracture. With the help of optical micrographs, transmiss
electron micrographs, and replica films, we conclude that
change of the ultrasonic properties is caused mainly by
change of the dislocation structure. The acoustic data a
the calculation of the dislocation density and the loop len
on the basis of the Granato–Lu¨cke string model.18

II. MEASUREMENT OF AXIAL SHEAR RESONANCE

A. Magnetostrictively coupled EMAT

When a magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnetic m
terial, the dimensional change~strain! arises in the field di-
rection; this is called magnetostriction. The magnitude
static magnetostriction is on the order of 1026 in common
steels. When the applied field oscillates at a high frequen
so does the magnetostriction, giving rise to the ultraso
signal.

Figure 1 illustrates the magnetostrictively coupl
EMAT. It consists of the solenoidal coil to introduce th
static field in the axial direction of a steel pipe~or rod!, and
the meanderline coil of equal spacings surrounding
sample surface. Applying a sinusoidal current to the me
derline coil, it produces the dynamic field in the circumfe
ential direction. The dynamic field is superimposed on
static field and the total field acts along the vector sum
these two fields. The magnetostriction takes place in the

FIG. 1. Principle of the EMAT for axial shear resonance.H0 is the static
field applied by the solenoidal coil, andHv is the dynamic field caused by
the meanderline coil.
3678 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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rection of the total field, depending on its magnitude. Th
the surface element undergoes an oscillating shear defo
tion. The SH wave is, thus, excited and propagated along
circumference having the axial polarization.19,20 The same
meanderline coil receives the wave in the reversed proc
although the receiving mechanism is not well understood
present. The EMAT has the optimum excitation efficien
when the wavelength is tuned to the meanderline spacin

B. Axial shear resonance spectrum

Resonant modes of the axial shear wave can be ca
lated by solving the elastodynamic equation with the bou
ary conditions for the free surfaces. For a pipe, we have
frequency equation~resonant condition! as

H nJn~kRa!kRa
2Jn11~kRa!J •H nYn~kRb!kRb

2Yn11~kRb!J
2H nJn~kRb!kRb

2Jn11~kRb!J •H nYn~kRa!kRa

2Yn11~kRa!J 50, ~1!

whereJn andYn are thenth Bessel function of the first and
the second kinds, respectively;Ra andRb are the outer and
inner radii (Ra . Rb), andk is the wave number (k 5 v/c),
wherev is the angular frequency andc is the shear wave
velocity. Integern is determined by

n;2pRa /d, ~2!

whered is the meanderline period~Fig. 1!. Numerical solu-
tions to Eq. ~1! provide a series of resonant frequencie
f m
(n) , with another integerm identifying the overtones. Fig-
ure 2 shows the calculated displacement amplitude for
first three resonant modes atn548 ~i.e., f 1

(48) , f 2
(48) , and

f 3
(48)! for a steel pipe withRa510 mm andRb55 mm. The
oscillation of the first mode is restricted to the outer surfa
region and, as the mode becomes a higher overtone, the
amplitude moves to the inside of the pipe. It is then possi
to evaluate the microstructure gradient in the radial direct
using the different resonant modes. The integern determines

FIG. 2. Amplitude distributions at three resonant modes for the steel pip
20 mm outer diameter and 10 mm inner diameter (n548).
Ogi, Hirao, and Minoura
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the penetration depth of the fundamental mode and, th
fore, governs the spatial resolution of the measurement.
fundamental mode (m51) with largern is suitable for the
characterization focused on the most outer region, where
damage develops preferentially in the rotating fatigue due
the higher bending stress and a reduced constraint on d
mation.

C. Resonant frequency and attenuation coefficient

We measured the resonant frequency and the attenu
coefficient using a superheterodyne spectrometer.21 The
measurement proceeds in several steps, but the proce
are programmed in a single run, which finishes in a sh
time ~;10 s!. First, we drive the meanderline coil of 20 m
width with high-power and long rf bursts. The duration is s
to 100ms, being about five times of the round-trip time f
the surface SH wave around the pipe. Just after the ex
tion, the same coil detects the highly overlapping shear w
signals. The received signals are sent to the quadrature p
sensitive detectors, and then the amplitude and phase sp
are extracted from the signal within an integrator gate.6 We
obtain a resonant spectrum by sweeping the frequency o
input rf burst and determining the amplitude as a function
the operating frequency. Figure 3 shows a typical axial sh
resonant spectrum measured for a steel pipe ofRa510 mm
and Rb55 mm, where we used the magnetostrictive
coupled EMAT ofn548. We used the meanderline coil o
20 mm width printed on a polyimide sheet. We determine
resonant frequency by fitting the Lorentzian function to t
measured spectra around each peak and calculated the c
axis. The resonant frequencies are observed in uneven i
vals ~cf. Refs. 6–9!. The measured resonant frequenc
agree with the calculation based on frequency Eq.~1! within
the error band of 1 kHz.

We then measure the ringdown curve by driving t
same EMAT with the measured resonant frequency and s
ping the narrow gate along the time axis.9 Figure 4 shows the
measured ringdown curve for the fundamental mode in F
3. We finally obtain the time coefficient by fitting an exp
nential decay to the measured ringdown curve and calcu
ing the time coefficient. The as-measured time coeffici
contains the attenuation in the sample and also the diffrac
loss, which occurs due to the beam spreading in the a

FIG. 3. Measured resonant spectrum of the steel pipe.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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direction. The diffraction effect is, however, not significan
because this is a one-dimensional diffraction from the w
meanderline coil. Furthermore, we are mainly interested
the relative change of the attenuation throughout the fati
life.

III. MONITORING OF ROTATING FATIGUE DAMAGE

A. Setup of four-point bending fatigue test

Figure 5 is a sketch of the rotating bending setup. Tes
were extruded carbon steel pipes 1 m long, 20 mm outer
diameter, and 10 mm inner diameter. The carbon conten
0.23 mass %. The motor rotates the pipe at 240 rpm~4 Hz!.
The four-point bending stress is applied by external weigh
The maximum bending stress is 240 MPa on the outer
face, which is about 80% of the yield stress. We introduce
smooth shallow notch of 30mm deep and 1 mm wide aroun
the circumference at the center of the pipe. The surround
area was electrolytically polished in a solution of 9 parts
CH3COOH and 1 part HClO4 to produce a surface of high
quality.

B. Evolution of the resonant frequency and the
attenuation coefficient

The resonant frequencies and the attenuation coeffici
at the lowest three modes were measured during the fat
test. The static field from the solenoidal coil was fixed
0.18 kOe. At each measurement, we interrupted the rota
and bending to make a brief measurement and then resta
fatiguing. We repeated this procedure until failure occurr

FIG. 4. Measured ringdown curve at the fundamental mode (f 1
(48)).

FIG. 5. Setup of rotating bending fatigue test.
3679Ogi, Hirao, and Minoura
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Figure 6 is the typical evolution of the attenuation co
ficient and the resonant frequency shift. The horizontal a
is exponentially elongated as the cycle number beco
larger, because the important behaviors of the ultraso
properties are observed near the end of the fatigue, w
would not be clearly visible with the linear scale of the cyc
number. The resonant spectra and the ringdown curve fo
fundamental mode at three representative fatigue stage
given in Fig. 7. We carried out similar tests for 13 samp
and observed the same features of ultrasonic–fatigue in
action, although the total numbers of cycles to fracture v
ied between 50 000 and 650 000 cycles, probably depen
on the surface condition and the microstructure. General
servations are:

~i! At the initial stage, the attenuation coefficient i
creases and the resonant frequency decreases for all
resonant modes.

~ii ! Both the attenuation and the resonant freque
change little for nearly half the fatigue life.

~iii ! Around 80%–90% of the life, the attenuation coe
ficient jumps to a maximum value and then it levels o
immediately. Simultaneously, the resonant frequency exp
ences a small depression and then becomes stable.

~iv! The attenuation coefficient changes more noticea
than the resonant frequency. The attenuation peak appea
be more than twice as high as the original attenuation, w
the variation in the resonant frequency is limited to with
0.2%–0.3%.

~v! The attenuation peak of the fundamental mode
observed to be of the largest magnitude and earliest am
three modes, as has been expected.

FIG. 6. Evolution of attenuation coefficient and resonant frequency s
during the fatigue life (Nc5610 000 cycles!. f 0 is the original resonant
frequency.
3680 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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Despite extensive research on the relation between
attenuation and fatigue damage, there has been no repo
this attenuation peak. This is partly because the peak is
sharp and is likely to be overlooked by the convention
techniques. The second reason is the high sensitivity of
method. Owing to the noncontact transduction, the EMA
method is capable of providing the absolute value of
attenuation coefficient, which represents the damping ch
acter in the material. The EMAR excludes extra ener
losses, which are indispensable when using the contact tr
ducers and would very possibly mask the minute indicatio
of the microstructural changes. Furthermore, the contact
transducer yields highly reproducible data independent of
measuring conditions. Unfavorable factors like liftoff an
surface roughness will diminish the spectrum intensity a
the amplitude of the ringdown curve, but they will no
change the decay rate, from which the attenuation coeffic
is determined. Equally important is the concentration of
ultrasonic deformation to the outer surface of the sam
pipe. This is made possible by incorporating the magne

ft

FIG. 7. ~a! Resonant spectra and~b! ringdown curves at three fatigue cycle
of Fig. 6.
Ogi, Hirao, and Minoura
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strictive mechanism for the transduction and using the f
damental axial shear mode at largen.

IV. MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES

Seeking a satisfactory explanation to the above behav
we investigated the microstructure and its change during
fatigue test. We focused on four fatigue stages; stage I:
fore the test, stage II: in the stable region, stage III: j
before the fundamental mode shows the attenuation p
and stage IV: after the attenuation peak of the fundame
mode~Fig. 8!. The optical micrograph serves to observe t
cracks and the grain size and the transmission electron
crograph~TEM! to know the dislocation structure. For the
observations, we truncated the fatigue loading and extra
specimens in the vicinity of the notch. The replica meth
was also used to trace the surface crack growth throug
the test.

A. Optical micrography observation

Rectangular specimens including such from the notc
area of 33335 mm3 were sampled and examined over t
cross-sectional area of 335 mm2 normal to the circumferen
tial direction. The specimens were etched in a solution of
parts of C2H5OH and 5 parts of HNO3.

We found the appearance of small cracks along
notch bottom as early as 20%–30% of the total life. Besi
this, we saw no significant difference among stages I–
However, a grain refinement was seen in the surface re
at stage IV. The grain size was 12–14mm through stages
I–III, and also at the interior region of stage IV. But,
decreases to around 9mm in the proximity of the notch bot-
tom at stage IV. This can be explained by the develop
subgrain structure due to the cyclic loading.10

B. TEM observation

We made three slices of 0.2 mm thickness from ea
specimen using the electrical discharge wire and mech
cally polished them to 0.1 mm thickness. The slice fa
were oriented parallel to the original sample surfaces. T
were then given an electrolytic polishing in a solution of
parts of CH3COOH and 1 part of HClO4 to make small cen-
ter holes, around which the TEM images were obtained.

FIG. 8. Four fatigue stages based on the attenuation character.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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Figure 9 shows representative micrographs for stag
and III. Examining a large number of such TEM images,
revealed that the dislocation density continued increas
during the stable period~stage II!. At stage III, the disloca-
tions had multiplied to a considerable level, developing
cell structures, which were absent at stages I and II. C
structures developed to a larger extent at the surface ra
than in the interior. At stage IV, the dislocation density i
creased to the maximum and occupied the whole view
area.

C. Replication

The replication technique provided thein situ observa-
tion of the macroscopic cracking at the notch bottom. W
used acetyl cellulose film and methyl acetate for this p
pose. To take the replicas, we applied the bending stres
open the cracks. Figure 10 compares the EMAR meas
ments for the fundamental mode with the maximum cra
length obtainable from the replica films.

V. DISCUSSION

We consider dislocation damping, scattering at gr
boundaries, and fatigue cracks as the potential sources
tributing to the evolution of the ultrasonic properties~a and
f ! during the fatigue tests.

The classical string model18 states that in the lower fre
quency region, the dislocation serves to change the atte
tion coefficientadis and the velocityv via

FIG. 9. TEM images of the notch bottom from~a! stage I and~b! stage III.
3681Ogi, Hirao, and Minoura
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adis5S 16GBb2p4C2 DLL4f 2,

v02v
v0

5S 4Gb2p4C DLL2, ~3!

whereG is the shear modulus,B the specific damping con
stant, L the dislocation density,L the dislocation loop
length, andb the Burgers vector.C denotes the line tensio
of an edge dislocation and is expressed by 2Gb2/p(12n)
with Poisson’s ration.22 v0 is the dislocation-independen
velocity of the material, which in principle would have to b
measured at such a high frequency that the dislocation
not oscillate responding to the elastic waves.

Grain boundaries can also be the source of ultraso
attenuation. An ultrasonic wave propagating in a polycrys
line metal undergoes scattering due to the different crys
lographic orientations of adjacent grains, causing an ene
loss. When the probing wavelength is much larger than
grain size~Rayleigh scattering regime!, the attenuation coef
ficient as is expressed by23

as5SD3f 4, ~4!

whereS is the scattering factor andD the average grain size
The grain size makes a contribution to the attenuat
throughD3. The effect is, however, not the principal mech
nism in the present case. Based on a grain size of about 9mm
near the surface in stage IV and 14mm in stage III, and using
the scattering factorS52.25310210 ms3/mm3 ~Ref. 9! for
the shear wave in steels at a frequency of 2.7 MHz for
fundamental mode, we calculateas53.331025 ms21 in
stage III andas58.731026 ms21 in stage IV. These value
are negligible compared with the observed attenuation of
order of 1023–1022 ms21.

Cracks also cause attenuation through scattering.
the effect is thought to be negligible, too. The cracking i
small event, considering that the axial shear wave is prob

FIG. 10. Relation between the attenuation change and velocity shift of
fundamental mode, and the maximum crack length on the notch bo
(Nc5210 000 cycles!.
3682 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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a large cylindrical area of 20 mm width and also that t
propagation direction is parallel to the cracks. Figure
compares the evolutions ofa and f of the fundamental mode
with the maximum crack length along the notch botto
While the crack length monotonously increases with
cycle number,a shows a complicated change including t
peak. We observe no correlation between the attenuation
efficient and the maximum crack length, supporting that
crack is not the main factor in changing attenuation.

To investigate the attenuation phenomena in more de
we carried out a supplemental experiment. When the fun
mental mode exhibited the peak attenuation, we stopped
tating the sample pipe. We then kept it in the stress-f
condition and monitored the temporal change of attenua
at room temperature. In Fig. 11, approaching the peak,
increase ina amounts to 0.05ms21 relative to the stable
period and approximately 65% of this increase is release
the subsequent 100 h. It is then apparent that the crack is
the principal cause of the attenuation development. T
above change ofa can be explained by the dislocatio
recovery,24 which occurs accompanying the dislocation pi
ning by the impurities. The impurities migrate to the di
torted regions around the dislocations and pin the dislo
tions, thereby shortening the loop lengthL and diminishing
the attenuation coefficient. We, furthermore, annealed
same sample at 220 °C for 1 h. The attenuation coeffic
recovered to 0.07ms21, being less than the original valu
before fatiguing.

From these observations, we conclude that the dislo
tion mobility is the principal source of the attenuation chan
and the velocity shift in the present fatigue tests. It is obvio
that the crack growth governs the fatigue life. Dislocatio
play an important role in crack growth by producing th
extremely high stress regions around the crack tip.10,25 On
the other hand, the evolutions of ultrasonic properties~a and
f ! are explained by the dislocation mobility. The EMA
method measures the ultrasonic properties averaged ov
volume along the sample surface. Because the attenua
peak occurs at approximately the same fraction of the cy
to failure, there should be an unknown link between the g
bal dislocation formation and its local contribution to th
crack extension in the fatigue process.

Assuming that the dislocation is the only responsib
mechanism for the phenomena, we solved simultaneo

e
m

FIG. 11. Measurement of the attenuation recovery for the fundame
mode.
Ogi, Hirao, and Minoura
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Eq.~3!with the measureda andDv/v( 5 D f / f ) to determine
the dislocation densityL and the loop lengthL at each stage
For simplicity, we have neglected the dislocations that e
originally. The variations of thea andDv/v are, therefore,
related to the changes ofL andL. The parameters used in th
calculations areG 5 80 GPa,b53.0310210 m, n50.3, and
B51023 N s/m2.

We observe in Fig. 12 that the order of magnitude ofL
is too small, while that ofL is as expected from the TEM
observations. Note that only a small fraction of dislocatio
participate in the interaction with the ultrasonics and contr
ute to modifying the attenuation and velocity. Up
N/Nc;0.85, L increases gradually andL remains almost
unchanged. During the stable period, the dislocations m
ply steadily. At the same time, the impurities pin the dis
cation lines and decrease the loop lengthL, which cancels
the attenuation enhancement due to the dislocation mult
cation. Approaching the attenuation peak,L drops andL
rises abruptly. This manifests the depinning of dislocatio
that is, the dislocations are released from the pinning poi
Up to this stage, the dislocation has become highly dense
the back stress reaches the extreme high level. We inte
the attenuation peak as the indication of the ongoing de
ning process, which is followed by the dislocation tangli
process toward the cell structure. Knowing that the cell wa
are less mobile, we recognize that the cell structure has f
developed at the end of the attenuation peak. The TEM
servations support this explanation; detailed cell structu
were visible at stage III, but they were hardly seen in sta
I and II. After the peak, the dislocations spread and pile
against the obstacles, such as grain boundaries, precipit
and mainly other dislocations. The piling up of dislocatio
limits the dislocation mobility and decreases the attenua
observed at stage IV.

FIG. 12. ~a! Measurement of the attenuation coefficient and velocity s
for the fundamental mode, and~b! the changes of the dislocation density~L!
and the dislocation loop length (L) calculated from the measurement dat
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 8, 15 April 1997
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetostrictively coupled EMAT was develop
to generate the axial–shear acoustic resonance in a
pipe. The EMAT consists of the solenoidal coil and the m
anderline coil, and is capable of detecting high-frequen
axial shear waves~;2.7 MHz! with a low magnetic field
~;0.18 kOe!. Each resonant mode of the axial shear wa
has a unique propagation region in the sample. The low
mode is concentrated near the outer surface. The spatial r
lution to the radius direction was less than 1 mm with t
present EMAT. The meandering period needs to be furt
reduced to investigate the dislocation–ultrasonic interac
in more detail.

The attenuation coefficient and the resonant frequen
can be determined with an accuracy enough to monitor
rotating fatigue damage accumulation in the steel pipe. T
showed characteristic changes corresponding to a numb
fatigue stages. In particular, the attenuation coeffici
showed a pronounced peak at 80%–90% of the fracture
The evolution of ultrasonic properties was interpreted
terms of the dislocation mobility. The density and the av
age loop length for the effective dislocations were calcula
from the acoustic data using the classical string model. T
gave some insight into the dislocation formation, which
compatible with TEM observations. Future work will in
volve the comparison with other quantitative techniques t
provide information of dislocation behavior.
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